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DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

▸ We thought it would be instructive to try to get a feeling for what other experiments and 
opensource projects use 

▸ Including code documentation, user guides (e.g. git tutorial, our workbooks) and 
wikis 

▸ In the next few pages I will show a few examples 

▸ (And add some subjective opinions) 

▸ Then will summarise a few of the discussions (thanks to Graeme for the introductions!) 
we had with experts from other communities, in particular:  

▸ Linear Collider - Frank Gaede 

▸ SuperNemo & Geant4 - Ben Morgan 

▸ Belle II - Martin Ritter
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DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

GAUDI

▸ Main webpage looks to be a simple static 
homebuilt one 

▸ Extensively use doxygen to document code 

▸ however they make a lot more use of 
‘related pages’ than ATLAS does 

▸ have instructions for how to profile, 
code style conventions, how to build 

▸ i.e. they use doxygen for user guides 

▸ Subjective bit - I find them a bit ugly, 
but at least they’re full of content 
and shipped ‘for free’ with the code 

▸ They build documentation for every 
release
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DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

LINEAR COLLIDER

▸ Moved from SVN to github just over a year ago 

▸ https://github.com/iLCSoft. 

▸ Moved/moving to exclusively use github for issues, 
feature requests and general discussion 

▸ “Advantage is everything is in one place” 

▸ Even documentation is in github (via README.md 
files), and plan is to stick to this for most smaller 
packages… 

▸ Still in progress - main webpage is simple HTML, 
generated by zms(?) 

▸ Still have doxygen for some packages 

▸ One exception is DD4HEP , which has a wider audience and 
so it was considered worthwhile to give it a dedicated (and 
fancier webpage) 

▸  Created using hugo (faster? alternative to jekyll). Uses 
markdown + extensions (‘shortcodes’) for content
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https://github.com/iLCSoft
http://ilcsoft.desy.de/portal
https://www.zms-publishing.com/content/index_ger.html
https://github.com/iLCSoft/ilcsoftDoc/blob/master/CodeDocumentation.md
http://dd4hep.web.cern.ch/dd4hep/
http://gohugo.io/about/


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

LINEAR COLLIDER (2)

▸ Use github pages for 
some status pages 

▸ http://ilcsoft.github.io 

▸ Main webpage - plain 
HTML
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http://ilcsoft.github.io


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

SUPERNEMO

▸ Use jekyll for main page 

▸ Main code documentation is in 
doxygen. Also use doxygen + 
markdown for the user guides 

▸ And also have an internal wiki…  

▸ Apparently not used much yet
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http://supernemo.org
http://supernemo.org/Falaise/index.html


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

BELLE II

▸ C++ documentation is done in Doxygen, but they run a 
‘preexec’ (INPUT_FILTER=) to insert some documentation to 
group it 

▸ Has consequence that line numbers don’t entirely match 
source 

▸ They also parse ‘algorithms’ and add a diagram showing 
the inputs and outputs (would be trivial for us to do with 
Read/WriteHandles I guess!) 

▸ In process of switching python documentation from doxygen 
to sphinx 

▸ Later will shift analysis code too 

▸ “Personally I think it's very nice how it allows to easily 
mix manual and automated documentation” 

▸ Seems like they’re using Confluence wiki, both for internal 
use, and public 

▸ Looks like quite desy has a contract with atlassian? 

▸ Has anyone checked 
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http://www.sphinx-doc.org/en/stable/
https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence/why-wiki-collaboration-software
https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Belle+II+Public+Wiki


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

LHCB

▸ LHCb starterkit is very nice manual style 
documentation 

▸ Written in gitbook 

▸ Markdown based 

▸ Is free (subject to some limitations) for 
opensource projects 

▸ Also use twiki extensively 

▸ Not sure if they use doxygen(!) 

▸ Couldn’t really find any code 
documentation at all 

▸ starterkit does link to the gaudi 
documentation though
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https://lhcb.github.io/starterkit/
https://www.gitbook.com
https://www.gitbook.com/pricing
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCb/LHCbComputing


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

CMS

▸ Code is on github 

▸ Use github pages for user guides 

▸ Doxygen to document C++ 

▸ They have a hand-build ‘splash 
page’ for all releases 

▸ (implies they build doxygen for 
many releases)
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https://pages.github.com


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

ASIDE: THIS IS WHAT ATLAS HAS
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▸ I think we should make this look a bit nicer. 

▸ Adam did a great job with the functionality! But can we add some CSS? 

▸ I think we should be building Doxygen for multiple releases.

https://atlas-sw-doxygen.web.cern.ch/atlas-sw-doxygen/index.php



DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

CMS
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▸ Doxygen cont’d 

▸ They divide up into domains with contacts 

▸ Can expand and shows content from twiki 
(?) and links to git 

▸ Code to generate this here 

▸ Not perfect - some links are broken, but I do 
think this linking between git and doxygen 
is very nice, and I also think that dividing the 
software up into Sections, makes it more 
comprehensible. 

▸ Also: 

▸ LXR to search code 

▸ Make extensive use of Twiki, much as we do

http://cmsdoxygen.web.cern.ch/cmsdoxygen/CMSSW_10_0_0_pre1/doc/html/index.html

http://cmsdoxygen.web.cern.ch/cmsdoxygen/CMSSW_10_0_0_pre1/doc/html/index.html
https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw/tree/CMSSW_10_0_0_pre1/Documentation/ReferenceManualScripts
http://cmslxr.fnal.gov/lxr/
http://cmsdoxygen.web.cern.ch/cmsdoxygen/CMSSW_10_0_0_pre1/doc/html/index.html


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

ALICE

▸ User guides 

▸ Use github pages for top level 
software webpages & user 
guides 

▸ They also use doxygen for this 
(see right)  

▸ And of course, use doxygen for 
documentation of code
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http://alisw.github.io
http://alidoc.cern.ch/AliRoot/v5-09-21-rc1/


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

KDE

▸ Thought it might be interesting 
to look at a big opensource 
project 

▸ They seem to use a lot of 
homegrown tools for their 
documentation 

▸ For example, I think their wiki is 
custom 

▸ They do, however, use doxygen 
(and lxr) for code documentation
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https://community.kde.org/Main_Page
https://techbase.kde.org/Development/Tools/apidox


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

SUMMARY OF TOOL USE
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Project KDE Gaudi
Linear 

collider
Supern

emo Belle II LHCb CMS Alice

Webpage
s html html

github 
pages, 
html

Jekyll twiki, 
html

twiki, 
html

github 
pages

Code Doxygen 
+ LXR Doxygen Doxygen Doxygen

(filtered) 
Doxygen
Sphinx 

? Doxygen Doxygen

User 
guides

Userbas
e wiki Doxygen github, 

hugo Doxygen confluen
ce wiki gitbook

github 
pages, 
twiki

github 
pages, 

Doxygen

This is a bit of a guess in many cases… 
Treat as illustrative rather than authoritative!

https://userbase.kde.org/KDE_UserBase_Wiki:About


DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

HIGHLIGHTS FROM DISCUSSIONS

▸ No one had an alternative to using doxygen for C++ code, but no one I spoke to was 
completely happy with it 

▸ We could add Breathe to generate Sphinx from doxygen xml, but this would slow down our 
documentation generation, and it isn’t obvious its output is better 

▸ One generate complaint of doxygen is that it doesn’t make it easy to structure the code - it 
basically dumps everything it is given into one massive list, which doesn’t really work for 
Athena 

▸ We get around this to some extent by using packagedocs (our replacement for 
mainpages). Not ideal, because there is no automated link from the class to the @page 
(packagedoc) 

▸ Sphinx requirements more configuration but “that seems to result in documentation which is 
actually readable (as opposed to an alphabetic index of classes)” 

▸ “The drawback is that users need to learn yet another markup language (reStructuredText).” 
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DOCUMENTATION SURVEY

SUMMARY

▸ We seem to be using similar tools to everyone else, (and aren’t doing too badly with our 
documentation - relatively speaking - from what I can see) 

▸ Could try Hugo instead of Jekyll for static websites, (but Jekyll doesn’t really seem slow to me) 

▸ Almost everyone uses Doxygen for code documentation, and yet no one I spoke to is 
completely happy with it 

▸ Main complaints relate to problems navigating/understanding large codebase 

▸ Occasional Doxygen bugs (maybe Doxygen-clang will help?) 

▸ I think we could learn a bit from CMS about integrating it with git, and making it less 
monolithic 

▸ Gitbook looks nice (and LHCb startkit is extremely good IMO), but I don’t think nice enough 
for us to tie ourselves into a commercial product 

▸ Wasn’t able to look too much at other wikis (protected behind firewalls) 
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